
interloc JUnit for Maximo
Simplifying automated testing 

Interloc has developed a base Maximo test 

fixture for JUnit that helps to reduce the time 

associated with repetitive actions required 

when setting up test data and conducting 

testing in Maximo. 

Whenever a change is made to Maximo it 

may require dozens, sometimes hundreds, of 

regression tests to verify the correct operation 

of both the new functionality and the existing 

functionality.

JUnit for Maximo provides base features for 

such tasks as:

• Logging in and out of Maximo as specific 

users

• Performing work flow actions

• Interacting with Maximo Business Objects

• Providing utility methods for performing 

spell check

• Running cron tasks

• Capturing emails sent from Maximo

• Capturing log messages

• Pushing data into Enterprise Services

• Capturing data out of Publish Channels

There is no substitute for well documented 

manual test scripts to verify functionality.  Full 

regression testing, however, is a very lengthy 

process, and is often impractical for smaller or 

regularly scheduled releases.

JUnit for Maximo prepackages several of the 

different test actions commonly performed 

in Maximo regression testing, and helps to 

reduce the time associated with conducting 

repetitive testing activities.

JUnit for Maximo is provided free of charge 

for use during client projects as appropriate.  

Following Interloc’s active engagement, we 

can remove the software or leave it as is for 

your use.

Testing just got easier!

JUnit for Maximo:

• Reduces opportunity for human error in forgetting tests or running them 
incorrectly

• Reduces test time

• Automates dozens of test tasks

Interloc implementation teams use JUnit to automate numerous frequently 
run tests, reducing project test time overall.  This translates to fewer  
consultant hours spent testing, and faster implementation times. 



Learn more

Migrate customizations and configurations with ease.  

Contact Interloc Solutions today to learn more about the 

Interloc JUnit for Maximo or to get a free demo. 

About Interloc Solutions

Interloc is 100% dedicated to helping clients realize the 

greatest potential from their Maximo investment. Interloc 

not only has  AAA/gold technical accreditation and a deep 

expertise in Maximo knowledge, but has raised the bar by 

providing innovative products and solutions for our clients’ 

success.

Interloc has been recognized multiple times for our 

consulting services practice excellence and our innovative 

next generation mobility products for IBM Maximo, being 

named winner of three IBM Business Partner awards, finalist 

for three IBM Business Partner Awards, and finalist for two 

IBM Beacon awards. 
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providing faster Maximo value with leading edge technology 
Taking Maximo business transformation to a whole new level with technology expertise.  Interloc can harness Maximo 

for your industry requirements providing a complete range of award winning services:

extending Maximo value with innovative solutions
Extending the value of your Maximo with solutions that make business sense.  Every project. Every day.

Mobility Solutions — Award-winning, next generation Mobile Informer and Interloc Mailer

Industry Specific Answers — Award winning Oil & Gas and Transportation solution

Technical Tools — Smarter consulting practices — JUnit, Data Loader, Release Manager

• Business transformation 
processes

• IBM  and Industry award 
winning services

• Industry solutions

• 24 x 7 support desk 
• Technical support 

tools
• Implementation
• GIS

• ERP integration
• Upgrades
• Reports
• Training

• ACM 
• Linear
• HS & E
• Calibration

IBM Business 
Partner Award
2014
Beacon Finalist


